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Let’s face it, it is very difficult to separate 
these questions. So, let’s start with why.

What, Why, and When?
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What could compel you to upset what 
might already seem to be at a stable 
architecture? What are the signs?

Why (and a little bit of When)?



THE FOUR “WHYs”
Also a good hint at the “When”

Architecture

You realize standardization is 

just not achievable with 

custom architectures

Risk Management

Measuring and appropriately 

mitigating risk is a guess at 

best

Compliance

Putting the right effort in the 

right place is difficult to 

measure

Investment

You lack a prioritized scope of 

where to spend security 

dollars



THE FOUR “WHY NOTs”
Or at least come to terms with any of these items that apply to you

Architecture

Unaware of likely challenges 

re-architecting environments

Risk Management

Risk management isn’t 

granular enough to take 

advantage of Z&C

Compliance

Compliance program is flat 

and doesn’t support asset 

tiering

Investment

Correcting the other items on 

this list appear financially 

unfeasible



The “What”: Understanding the Context

Z O N E S  a n d  C O N D U I T S

You can’t start your Zones and Conduits 

journey without thinking about IEC/ISA 

62443



IEC 62443 In a Nutshell
There are four main areas in the series

General level-setting for 

the series

General: 62443-1
Targeting asset owners 

and operators

Policy & Procedure: 62443-2

Targeting system 

integrators

System: 62443-3

Targeting component 

suppliers

Component: 62443-4

Zones and Conduits lives 
here. 

Specifically, 62443-3-2



What Zones and Conduits

A foundational set of architectural guidelines that 

allow for almost any infrastructure definition

A method of arranging assets such that risk is 

contained with similar assets representing functional 

or operational capabilities

An opportunity to reduce compliance burden

Part of a comprehensive risk management program; 

risk assessment is baked in

Is… Isn’t…

A drop-in replacement for the Purdue model. In fact, 

it isn’t a drop-in replacement for anything.

A way to solve problems by drawing boxes on 

network diagrams in Visio

Traditional “defense-in-depth”

Particularly easy in brownfield environments



Has represented the tried and true model of 

standardized defense-in-depth for decades

Legacy: Accepted Model

Does not maintain the flexibility to represent 

many ICS environments; it wasn’t intended 

for cybersecurity 

Legacy: Not Future-Proof

Our Friend, the Purdue Model
More accurately, the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture (PERA)



Our Friend, the Purdue Model

Common question:

Is Zones and Conduits replacing my Purdue-based 
reference architecture?

Answer:

No, not really.

You can represent any architecture with Zones and 
Conduits…including the Purdue Model. 

But it is certainly adding to your reference 
architecture.



Simple example

External Zone

Intermediate Zone

Internal Zone

Lower Criticality

Higher Criticality



Simple example continued…

Sub-Zone

Zones

Conduit

Conduit

Yes…I’m just drawing boxes on a Visio diagram. But wait, there’s more!



Zone Characteristics

Every ZONE is composed of characteristics which define the security that must be applied to that zone.

• Description (Name, Definition, Function)
• Boundaries – Logical and Physical limits
• Scoped assets (ideally included in Asset Inventory)
• Inheritance from other zones
• Zone risk assessment (security capabilities, threats and 

vulnerabilities, consequences, criticality, etc)
• Security objectives, strategy, and policy
• Acceptable use policy
• Inter-zone communications (i.e. access requirements)
• Change management process

Zones follow inheritance rules. Sub-zones are allowed, but they inherit the security requirements of 
their parent as a minimum. 



Conduit Characteristics

Every CONDUIT is composed of characteristics which define the security that must be applied to that 
conduit. A conduit is really just a type of zone…with a few distinctions.

• Description (Name, Definition, Function)
• Boundaries – Logical and Physical limits
• Scoped assets (ideally included in Asset Inventory)
• Inheritance from other zones
• Zone risk assessment (security capabilities, threats and 

vulnerabilities, consequences, criticality, etc)
• Security objectives, strategy, and policy
• Acceptable use policy
• Inter-zone communications (i.e. access requirements)
• Change management process
• Zones that interconnect (and their inheritance)
• Communications protocols

Conduits also follow inheritance rules; however, sub-conduits are NOT allowed.



Zones and Conduits Inheritance
A commonly overlooked element of Zones and Conduits

Conduit Inheritance:

Zone A
High Criticality

Zone B
Low Criticality

Conduit rated “High Criticality”

This conduit inherits the 
criticality – and security 
requirements – of the highest 
rated zone it interconnects

Note: Conduits ALWAYS and ONLY inherit criticality ratings



Zones and Conduits Inheritance
A commonly overlooked element of Zones and Conduits

Zone A Rating: Critical
Assets inherit highest rating

HMIAdvanced 
Application 
Server

Historian AD Server

Low Critical High Moderate

Zone Inheritance:



All assets in the zone inherit the highest criticality rating of the highest rated asset

Zone A Rating: Critical
Assets inherit highest rating

HMIAdvanced 
Application 
Server

Historian AD Server

Critical Critical Critical Critical

Zones and Conduits Inheritance
A commonly overlooked element of Zones and Conduits

Zone Inheritance:



Zones and Conduits Inheritance

Which leads to situations like this:

Safety Zone Rating: Critical
Assets inherit highest criticality rating and system affiliation

SIS Printer

Critical

Low

Critical    (and now a safety-
related asset)

Co-inhabiting a zone with higher criticality assets raises both the criticality and security rating. The 
printer is part of the safety system.



Why Inheritance is Important

Zones must be defended to the level of the single highest rated asset, internally and at the 
boundaries

The cybersecurity controls applied to every asset in the zone will be the rigor of the highest 
rated asset for all assets.

There is motivation to accurately classify assets so that lower criticality assets can be 
located outside higher security zones in order to reduce compliance burden

The risk-based nature of zone creation eliminates decision making judgements



“How do I start?”

Z O N E S  a n d  C O N D U I T S

There are a few abilities you need to 

develop to fully embrace Zones and 

Conduits



Zones and Conduits and Risk Assessment

• Zones and Conduits are proposed as an initial architecture

• The levels of assessment derive data which evolves the design

• The final result is the Zones and Conduits design, documentation, 

security implementation requirements

IEC 62443-3-2 provides assessment methodology

As you can see, this iterative approach produces a Zones and 

Conduits design which is derived largely from risk-based decisions 

Zones and Conduits are born from risk assessment

START

Initial or proposed architecture

Existing process hazard analysis, 
other risk assessments and 
corporate risk matrix with 
security level targets from 

similar projects

Standards and best practices, 
security guardrails, vendor 

guidance, criticality 
assessments, functional specs, 

etc

High level risk assessment, 
company policies, tolerable risk 

guidelines, etc.

Identify and document all 
assets and create draft 

architecture or proposed 
zone model

Documented description of 
IACS systems in the SuC and 

possible consequences if 
system without mitigation is 

exploited

High level zone model
Define proposed target 

security level (SL-T)

Countermeasures and 
refinements, final security 

level target (SL-T)

Final zone and conduit 
diagram and supporting 

documentation

Identification of 
the System under 

Consideration

Identification of 
the System under 

Consideration

Identification of 
the System under 

Consideration

Identification of 
the System under 

Consideration

Identification of 
the System under 

Consideration



Define The Rules
This will involve decisions specific to your organization

NETWORK 
CONNECTIVITY DATA FLOW

TECHNICAL 
GUARDRAILS

SECURITY LEVEL 
REQUIREMENTS

• What is allowed?

• What technologies are 

required?

• “No boundary 

protection…no zone”

• How can data move 

within and across 

zones?

• What are you “push-

pull” rules?

• What design choices 

are mandatory?

• Which capabilities are 

required?

• How do you measure 

security levels?

• What security 

measures are linked to 

SLs?



Sort Out the Rating Puzzle
These are all important, but they are different

Criticality Rating

• Entirely consequence and impact driven
• Does not change often (if ever)

Security Level

Risk Rating

• Defined in IEC 62443-3-2 to address the level of security (countermeasures, controls, mitigations, etc) needed for a zone or 
conduit

• Has three components:
• SL-T: Security Level Target
• SL-C: Security Level Capability
• SL-A: Security Level Achieved

• Can and does change as part of change management processes and risk measurement

• Based on combination of information involving threats, threat actions, vulnerabilities, consequences, impacts, and 
likelihood

• Changes whenever one of those elements change…so basically all the time



“When?”

Z O N E S  a n d  C O N D U I T S

There are various drivers behind the 

decision to begin



Short Answer:

“You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great.”
- Zig Ziglar



Longer Answer:

• Accurate asset inventory
• Clear definition of asset criticality levels and meanings
• The ability to functionally and operationally group assets
• Real risk assessment
• Definition and publication of fundamental rules and requirements
• Enough integration of Process Hazards Analysis into risk assessment
• Mastery of the distinctions between criticality, risk, and security level
• Acceptance of the challenging cost of significant change in operational environments
• Attainment of executive-level support

Once you have developed the capability to accurately perform the
various functions required to create a Zones and Conduits architecture:



Questions?

Z O N E S  a n d  C O N D U I T S


